Projects Supported by Lenovo’s
Carbon Compensated Program
Project: Wind
Country: Chile
Co-Beneﬁts: Improves local infrastructure, creates
increased wages, and improves working conditions

jobs,

This project increases the participation of renewable energy in
Chile, promotes renewable technology that diversiﬁes the Chilean
energy sources, and contributes to the mitigation of climate change.
In addition, the project generates local social beneﬁts and no
relevant local environmental impacts.
Project: Biomass Utilization
Country: China
Co-Beneﬁts: Job creation, reduction of greenhouse gas and other pollutants
resulting from business-as-usual power generation
Rice straw, wheat straw, and wood residues are used as fuel for power generation. The project achieves
emission reductions by avoiding CO2 emissions from electricity generated by traditional fossil-fuel
ﬁred power plants.
Project: Wind
Country: Mexico
Co-Beneﬁts: Local employment, infrastructure improvement
The project activity generates renewable electric energy in Mexico through the construction and
operation of a 90 MW wind farm in the municipality of Unión Hidalgo, Oaxaca State. The project
reduces greenhouse gas emissions compared to a business-as-usual scenario by displacing
fossil-fuel based electricity. In addition, it reduces other pollutants (CO, NOx, SO2) resulting from the
power generation industry in Mexico.
Project: Wind
Country: Mexico
Co-Beneﬁts: Local employment, infrastructure improvement
Phase II of the Mexico Wind project above. The project activity generates renewable electric energy in
Mexico through the construction and operation of a 137 MW wind farm in the municipality of Unión
Hidalgo, Oaxaca State. The project reduces greenhouse gas emissions compared to a
business-as-usual scenario by displacing fossil-fuel based electricity. In addition, it reduces other
pollutants (CO, NOx, SO2) resulting from the power generation industry in Mexico.

•Reward approved projects located in developing countries and
encourage the development of new projects
•Help bring sustainable development beneﬁts to communities,
such as improved air and water quality, improved income,
improved health, reduced energy consumption, and much more
•Contribute to the achievement of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
•Make a diﬀerence for the future!

